Region 795 - Fall Season Core Team Formations
Region 795 Team formations will be made by the RC, ARC, RCA, RRA & any assigned division managers.
All team formations will use a serpentine style assignment as this is the best way to allow for fair and
balanced team formations
In the 5U, 6U, 7U, & 8U divisions, teams shall be formed as follows:
1. Individual player ratings will be entered into each player’s profile
2. Using a computer program, players will be assigned to teams randomly based on their ratings
3. The player assignment will be done using a serpentine style assignment
4. Carpool requests will be attempted and honored only if such requests will still keep the teams
balanced
5. Carpool requests will be made by swapping players of like ratings between teams
6. Once all teams are set and carpool requests are exhausted, coaches will be blindly assigned to a
team.
7. Coach’s children shall be swapped onto the coach’s team by swapping players of like ratings

In the competitive 10U, 12U, 14U, 16U & 19U divisions, teams shall be formed as follows:
1. All team formations shall be done live
2. All coaches in the competitive divisions are allowed to attend the team formations and observe
the team formations, but may not participate or influence the formations
3. Individual player ratings will be entered into each player’s profile
4. Player’s ratings will applied to each player’s registration form
5. Player registration forms will be split into three piles representing each of the 3 ages in that
particular division.
6. Depending on the number of teams, each pile of Player registration forms will be laid out into 3
sections using a serpentine style assignment
7. The ratings of each of the 3 sections on each team shall be added up and compared to each in
order to balance all teams.
8. Once each section is balanced, all 3 sections shall be added up for a total team rating and all
teams ratings shall be compared to ensure all teams are balanced
9. Carpool requests will not be honored in the competitive divisions
10. Once all teams are set, coaches will be blindly assigned to a team.
11. Coach’s children shall be swapped onto the coach’s team by swapping players of like ratings

